
I don’t Promise but at-least!!!

Hi friends I am not going to make you read adored  words, eye squeezing boring article but  
have some beautiful lines (Composed by me) only to bring in front some real facts and formulas for  
living a healthy and prosperous life. Lines below reflect some lovely memories and promise that we  
make and break while roaming around the globe in quest of discovering bios. Remember “Life is  
series of sorrows punctuated by Happiness”. In our day-to-day life, sorrows come and go by like a  
drizzle but it’s solely our choice whether make it miserable or live in happiness. Even a single  
moment of rejoice can make our life completely scar less. Life becomes a disease if lived in sorrows  
and the only pill to make it special is, to remain happy and vibrant ever with good memories and 
achievements around. On a road of bios we come across many people but some people become so 
special that even after umpteen efforts we fail erase them from our eternal core. The cordial and  
emotional connection gets so strong that when they go out of our life, it starts looking like hell, in  
such situation, the only thing that remains with us are the memories and beautiful moments we might  
have spent together…My feelings (in the form of lines) below are devoted to such lovely people whom 
I met on a journey of life, and to those who have been constantly acting as my source of inspiration  
towards living prosperous life.. Please read on..

 

I don’t promise that I will bring stars down on your feet

but at least, I can always create a stellar ambiance around you.

I don’t promise that I will always follow your footsteps

 but at least, I can always preserve your footmarks. 

 

I don’t promise that my life will be a hell without you

but at least, I won’t be that hilarious as it would have been with you.

 

I don’t promise that I will fight the mass and protect you

but at least, I can always become your protective sheath and get hurt in protection.

 

I don’t promise that I will demolish all the odds rising against you

but at least, I can always raise myself and stop the pebbles thrown at you.
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I don’t promise that I will stop the time to be with you

but at least, I can always run faster and be with you.

 

I don’t promise that I will become the dream of your life

but at least, I can always stop you from erasing my vibes.

 

I don’t promise that I will always keep you smiling

but at least, I can always stop you from crying.

 

I don’t promise that I would want you always around me

but at least, I can always be sure that your memories don’t fade of me.  

 

I don’t promise that I will be half without you

but at least, I cannot be full with no around you. 

 

I don’t promise that I will always be your back-hand

but at least, I can always make sure that you are not in fraud hands.

 

(finally before concluding, here comes, my favourite and most beautiful lines) 

 

I don’t promise that I will die for you

but at least, I cannot live without you.

 

                               Devoting our complete life to a single person is a crime so please make sure that  
the dearest ones are not getting hurt and have their safety shadow always around you. Our life is not  
just ours; it has friends, future and above all our family (Father and Mother I Love YOU). It’s more  



I don’t Promise but at-least!!!

of theirs than just ours, so we should think twice before causing any harm to our-self. Just to make  
our-self happy most of the time we end up leaving others wounded and bleeding 

 

Dedicated to my lovely parents, Idiot but dearest friends and to those lovely people who have been  
making my life beautiful and complete day by day as I am progressing and experiencing it… My 
sincere thanks to all such people for being supportive and in making me strong and efficient….
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